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 90.000 90.000 To compile the module with support for dual X and Y framebuffers: sudo make To compile the module with
support for a single X framebuffer: sudo make xfbdev The resulting module has module support for the following framebuffers:

The Xorg video driver automatically queries the system for the current X server’s framebuffer size. This is done with
XOpenDisplay(). If this function is not called, then the framebuffer size is 8192 pixels wide and pixels tall. Xorg assumes that

the maximum display resolution is 1,024 by 768 pixels. This is not necessarily the case in some implementations. The exact
maximum display resolution is available with the RandR extension. The RandR extension allows for different resolutions for

different displays. However, not all cards support RandR. If the X server is told to activate a display with a different resolution,
then the resolution will remain constant until the X server is closed or a RandR extension driver is loaded. For example, the

following lines load a driver extension for a display with a resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels: LoadModule fbdev “modulename”
XOrgDriver “fbdev” fbdev DisplayDepth “32” These line are loaded when the xf86-video-fbdev video driver is loaded. In this
driver, the FramebufferWidth and FramebufferHeight parameters specify the width and height, respectively, in pixels of the
display on which the X server will run. The default value is 8192. The Xorg driver asks the kernel about the minimum and

maximum display resolutions. These are returned by functions in the kernel that query the current resolution. For example, the
query whether the display has a resolution of 1680 by 1050 pixels: int fbmin = vga_get_memsize(); int fbmax =

vga_get_memsize_max(); if (fbmin > fbmax) { printf ("fbmin = %d, fbmax = %d ", fbmin, fbmax); } The resulting values of
fbmin and fbmax are 1680 and 1050 respectively. The Xorg driver reports the maximum and minimum screen resolutions that
can be addressed by the system. These values are returned by the Xorg functions that query the current screen resolution. For
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